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One Month Forecaster 
As the planets move around the zodiac they make 'aspects' or angles to the planets in your birth 
chart. In astrology these 'aspects' are called 'transits' and they are detailed in the pages that 
follow. 
Sometimes a planet may aspect another, then appear to move forwards and then backwards for 
a long period of time recreating the same 'aspect' several times over. This backwards motion is 
known as 'retrograde' motion. 
This forecast can be used as a helpful guide to the next month. At all times it is for you to choose 
the best path to follow and develop the most positive parts of your character.

 
 

a transiting your natal 8th House 
Sharing the truth 
You will now have a need to merge either your own emotions or financial and material 
possessions with others. You may be trying to borrow money. With the focus also on feeling and 
deep, introspective thought this is a time to concentrate on inner needs. Some sort of compulsive 
or irrational conduct is likely, creating situations which may lead to changes in your life. A 
powerful individual may now influence your values and thoughts or you could develop a 
tremendous fascination for esoteric subjects or religions. 

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 8 April 2008

d transiting your natal 8th House
Bargains 
Your focus will now be on one of two areas; either on material and monetary issues such as 
financial legacies, insurance and tax matters or thoughts revolving around sex, birth and death, 
endings and new beginnings. Either way, you will now want to penetrate beyond surface 
appearances to examine inner feelings and conversations will probably revolve around deeper 
issues. But you may prefer to keep your own motives and thoughts secret, or at least not reveal 
them completely. Business matters involving jointly held finances and property could now work to 
your advantage. 

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 12 April 2008

f transiting your natal 8th House 
Trust
Your focus will now be on jointly held finances, insurance, taxes and inheritance. Intensity of 
emotions could also stimulate sexual fantasies and activities. Love relationships started during 
this period will always have a powerful influence on your life. You may also benefit financially 
through either a business or personal relationship. Secrets will either be revealed, or you will 
delve deeply in order to unearth hidden truths. 

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 21 April 2008
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g transiting your natal 11th House 
Initiative 
You are directed towards friendships, activity within groups, clubs and associations. You will have 
a natural ability to rouse your friends into action, maybe too much, as there is also the possibility 
of disagreements with one or all of the above. Nevertheless, it is a good time for team sports and 
for working in a team effort to advance a cause. Also use this time to plan for your future and 
pursue your dreams. Work today for tomorrow's rewards.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

h transiting your natal 5th House 
Self confidence 
Self-confidence and determination will enable you to take advantage of new opportunities, 
resulting in greater financial rewards. Possessing the courage of your convictions, others opinions 
will not matter. You will now be yourself, and will make no apology for your actions or beliefs. 
Relationships should also improve, especially with children and lovers. If new love enters your 
life, it is likely to be someone from a different background or from abroad. Either way, the 
relationship should be fulfilling and rewarding, especially if you do not pretend to be what you are 
not.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

j transiting your natal 1st House 
Self control
This is a time when you may find it difficult to be open and spontaneous, fearful of appearing 
foolish. Responsibilities will increase, but so may your accomplishments. But take care not to 
overload yourself with commitments, or your drained energies could cause you to become weary 
and withdrawn. Until recently priorities revolved around relationships with others and being 
concerned with how others saw you and related to you. You will now and for the next few years, 
need to be more introspective, turning your thoughts towards your emotional and mental needs.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

K transiting your natal 8th House
Changes 
Sudden changes of fortune are now likely, so expect disruption in joint finances, insurance, tax or 
inheritance. Do not become dependant on someone else's finances during this time, you will only 
come to resent it in time to come. Feeling the need to break free from restrictions and 
attachments imposed by others, you will now want to go your own way. Some phases of your life 
may end suddenly and irreversibly. Fascinated by the meaning of life and death, a new 
understanding of these matters will be sought. An exciting yet unstable love relationship may 
also start and end within a short space of time.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008
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l transiting your natal 6th House  
Escapism 
You will now need to express the compassionate and caring side of your nature, especially 
through your work. However, there may also be a tendency to evade dealing with daily 
responsibility and routine. Work may slip through your fingers or there could numerous job 
changes until this period passes. Take care of your health. Illness may be difficult to diagnose, as 
there may be no obvious physical cause for the symptoms. If this occurs, then look to any 
possible emotional or psychological reasons. Your body will now also be extremely sensitive to 
excesses of drugs or alcohol.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

; transiting your natal 5th House 
Self expression 
You should now avoid gambling or speculation as there is a possibility of losing control and 
destroying everything you have built up. On the other hand there is also the potential of 
accumulating riches or power, depending on how you handle the situation. Children may now also 
be the source of inspiration and transformation or there may be power struggles with your 
children. Love affairs and sexual relationships could be intense, obsessive and passionate - also 
undergoing drastic changes or disruption. However, any relationship that survives this period will 
grow from strength to strength.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting a y your natal a
Self assessment
Today could either be approximately eight weeks before, or after, your birthday. If eight weeks 
before, then this is a time to recount and review this past year's achievements and then prepare 
yourself for the next birthday year ahead. Eight weeks after your birthday you will again have the 
chance to reassess and, if necessary, readjust certain decisions, goals and ambitions to ensure 
that you are moving in the right direction.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 1 April 2008

Transiting f r your natal s
A bit down
Because of extreme emotional sensitivity, even the slightest hurt or misunderstanding with loved 
ones or friends will cut you to the quick and upset you deeply. You may feel alone and isolated. 
Take care not to overreact by smothering other people with your affection; being overprotective 
could equally alienate loved ones.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 2 April 2008

Transiting f r your natal l
On the rocks
Rocky and unstable relationships could now crumble, or you may look elsewhere for emotional 
and physical satisfaction. Therefore, secret love affairs are now possible. You may now also 
choose to escape into the past as a welcome relief from the problems and responsibilities of the 
present. Postpone major financial decisions until stability returns into your life.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 1 April 2008
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Transiting g r your natal h
Moderation
During this time you really will not take 'no' for an answer! Being self-assertive is one thing, but 
your over-confidence could seem rather arrogant and opinionated to others. Lacking both tact 
and moderation, you could now really put your foot in it! Beware extravagance in all financial and 
business matters - don't promise more than you can deliver.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 1 April 2008

Transiting h e your natal +
Don't dither
This could be a tremendously successful period, especially in work and career matters. Others will 
be willing to co-operate with, and support, your ideas and plans, as they will now be aware of 
your strength and determination. Inner confidence and a sense of security will shine through so 
others will now look to you for guidance. 
This will not be a time for dithering - it's a time for positive action. Personal goals and ambitions 
are uppermost in your mind and you are aiming straight for the top! This is an excellent time to 
plan for the future because no detail, no matter how minor, will escape your attention. You may 
decide to embark on a new study or retraining to increase your career opportunities. 
Business negotiations and transactions should proceed smoothly. Expansion is likely and you may 
find yourself dealing with the public much more than usual.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 24 April 2008

Transiting l y your natal l
Testing time
This is a time of new beginnings and the dawning of new spiritual understanding and maturity. 
Intuitive and physic abilities should increase - and you will now learn to listen to, and trust, your 
inner voice. This period could also be a time of testing, the testing of your own inner strength and 
willpower.
You will now need to quench an insatiable thirst for new experience therefore changes in your 
lifestyle are likely. Many people during this time find themselves in new relationships, careers or 
homes! Others will throw caution to the wind, sacrificing security and stability to follow their 
dreams.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008
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Transiting l e your natal ;
Go with the flow
Any form of artistic creativity and talent will be inspired now. Don't miss this brilliant chance of 
being able to put your creative ideas into concrete form if you feel the urge to paint, write, 
compose music anything - then sit down, open the door to your imagination and let the ideas 
flow.
If important decisions need to be made then now is the time to listen to your intuition - your 
inner voice will be sending clear signals, which should not be ignored. You may also find yourself 
picking up messages from others on an intuitive or psychic level - often anticipating what they 
are going to say before they've had a chance to say it!
Consequently, you will be able to talk more easily with others and this will give you a better 
understanding of how they are thinking, feeling and may be suffering at the moment. But this 
sensitivity can work both ways you could also be easily hurt by others.
Nevertheless, this is a time to help others. Increased psychic sensitivity should now give you a 
deeper instinctive understanding of the needs, emotions and wants of others. Your outgoing and 
happy nature will be contagious, and should draw friends and loved ones to you. This could 
therefore be an extremely pleasant and active time for all social activities.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting ; y your natal d
Powerful urge
Practical, common sense combined with clear, logical thought should enable you to make 
ordered, positive and constructive plans for the future. Having planned all the intricate pieces of 
your life and then slotted them in a rational order, you will be able to see the whole picture of 
what is ahead - rather like completing a jigsaw in your mind. 
As your mind will be so intuitively sharp and capable of tremendously deep intellectual and 
spiritual understanding, this would also be an excellent time to involve yourself in any form of 
research or investigation possibly involving metaphysical subjects. Not content with superficial 
answers to questions, you will delve deeply in order to unearth and understand the truth. You 
may now come across some secret information previously hidden from you. In any case, the 
answers that you find may completely change your attitudes to life and way of thinking.  
This is certainly a time to take advantage of any opportunities that come your way, especially if 
they involve travel. A new friend encountered on your journey could change your life. If travel 
isn't possible at the moment, then you could still hear or receive news from someone overseas or 
abroad - someone you haven't heard from in quite some time.

 
 
From about: 1 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting d e your natal K
Lightning strikes
A lightning quick mind will awaken dormant thoughts, ideas and senses. Therefore, solutions to 
previously insurmountable problems could come to you in an instant. But you may become 
impatient with mere mortals who will not be able to keep up with your lightning quick speed. 
Over the next few days, you may either receive or surprise others with sudden, unexpected 
news.

 
 
From about: 2 April 2008 to about: 2 April 2008
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Transiting f y your natal f
Good feelings
At this time it will be hard to hide feelings of love, warmth and tenderness. For those of you who 
are single, new love affairs started around now could blossom into stable and meaningful 
relationships. Business and financial negotiations could prove extremely lucrative. You are likely 
to spend on beautiful luxuries.

 
 
From about: 2 April 2008 to about: 3 April 2008

Transiting K y your natal +
Cloud of dust 
No longer satisfied with just daydreaming, you will now suddenly have the confidence and energy 
to make positive changes in your life - without compromise. Others will have to go along with 
these changes or they will just be left behind in a cloud of dust as you energetically blaze a 
powerful trail to better and greater personal ambitions and achievements. 
Nevertheless because of your good sense of fun and enthusiasm, help, support and new 
opportunities will come from unexpected sources. Your talents and abilities will be areas for 
special recognition by people in authority. Your own previous generosity is now likely to be 
returned. 
Feeling optimistic, you will now be looking to the future and you will be more prepared than ever 
before to explore uncharted territory. Promotion, pay rises and expansion of your own business is 
now likely. Combining previous experience with present ability this will be an excellent time to 
apply original ideas and systems in a practical way. Creative ideas could now be turned in 
concrete reality.

 
 
From about: 2 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting f e your natal K
Reawakened passion
Are you ready for some love and romance? All relationships should now become more loving and 
secure, especially if you manage to reawaken slumbering passions. You may now be ready to 
make a more long-term commitment to your partner. New love affairs should be exciting and 
unusual, so expect the unexpected. Cash flow should also improve, as should health.

 
 
From about: 5 April 2008 to about: 6 April 2008

Transiting d w your natal h
Handle with care
Keep a tight hold on your purse strings, as this could be an extremely expensive few days ahead. 
Confidence and enthusiasm will be your keywords you will feel you deal with anything that you 
have to. However, do take care not to take on more than you can handle or spend more than you 
can afford to.

 
 
From about: 7 April 2008 to about: 8 April 2008
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Transiting d w your natal j
Don't over do it
Excessive worry could create the very problems that you are trying to avoid! A bleak, negative 
outlook could also block personal and professional progress. Delays in communication are likely 
and you may find yourself endlessly waiting for a telephone call or letter. Take care not to 
overwork or emotional and physical exhaustion could lead to ill health.

 
 
From about: 7 April 2008 to about: 7 April 2008

a transiting your natal 9th House 
Open your mind
Your focus should now be on philosophy, legal matters, long distance travel and in-depth study. 
Craving new experiences, you may feel the need to change the direction of your life quite 
dramatically. Travel would be a good way of acquiring new knowledge which in time will provide a 
greater faith and awareness of life. If physical travel is not possible, then there is always inner 
travel through meditation. But beware the tendency to be constantly seeking new horizons and 
new subjects before you have had a chance to properly take in or consolidate what you have 
already discovered or learned. 

 
 
From about: 8 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting d y your natal a
Attention to detail
During the next few busy days, your active and curious mind will ensure that you do not miss a 
trick; nothing will escape your attention. All negotiations should proceed smoothly and you 
should expect an increase in telephone calls, letters, or any other kind of communication. Travel 
is also likely.

 
 
From about: 8 April 2008 to about: 9 April 2008

Transiting l y your natal s
Staying focused
Increased psychic sensitivity should now give you a deeper instinctive understanding of the 
thoughts, feelings and needs of others. Feeling serene, calm and in control you are now likely to 
feel, and be, emotionally closer to family and close friends.
However, don't commit yourself to demanding, unrelenting hard work at the moment. This isn't 
so much a time to make dreams come true, as to create dreams which could come true in the 
future. A more powerful imagination will also enhance creative skills.
The only danger is that you may become lost in a world of daydreams and, as you drift aimlessly 
through fantasy land, it may become increasingly difficult to keep your feet on solid ground.
Your mind may start to drift back to childhood thoughts and dreams. Thoughts may also turn to 
the more mystical and religious side of life. Some of you may now start a journey, either a 
physical journey, or a mystical journey of learning.
New romance could now grow into an enduring, secure and understanding relationship but do 
beware placing your new lover on too high a pedestal.

 
 
From about: 10 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008
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Transiting a e your natal l
Compassionate
Compassion will be your keyword today. You will be less concerned with materialistic values and 
more concerned with helping friends, family, in fact, anyone in need. Any kind of creative talent 
could also be inspired over the next few days, so make the best of your artistic and literary skills. 
A special romance could begin with this new lover just strolling into your life as if they had always 
belonged.

 
 
From about: 12 April 2008 to about: 14 April 2008

Transiting a w your natal ;
Frazzled nerves
Today you will either be the victim of someone's dishonest and devious conduct, or, you may 
instigate deceitful manipulation upon others. Arguments could lead to critical difficulties and ego 
conflicts within relationships. Increased pressure and frenetic activity could soon lead to raw and 
frazzled nerves.

 
 
From about: 12 April 2008 to about: 14 April 2008

d transiting your natal 9th House
Travel 
Your focus will now be on study, education, philosophy or travel. Eager to learn, you will now be 
more open to the philosophies and religions of other cultures. With this placing you will probably 
be seeking a belief system that satisfies both the rational and intuitive aspects of your mind. In 
search of knowledge, you may also find that you are attending more talks, classes or seminars 
than usual. 

 
 
From about: 12 April 2008 to about: 28 April 2008

Transiting a e your natal s
Times to come
Intellect and emotions should be well balanced today, and therefore an inner sense of peace 
should be restored as you come to terms with hidden inner needs and feelings. As you come to 
know yourself and loved ones better, serenity and compromise will dispel misunderstandings and 
tensions. Friendships and love affairs started today will have a significant effect for many years to 
come.

 
 
From about: 13 April 2008 to about: 14 April 2008

Transiting a y your natal g
Confidence
Concentrate high energy levels on work and career matters, as today you could be presented 
with unusual and potentially lucrative opportunities. Promotions and salary increases are likely. 
You will now be prepared to put heart, body and soul into all that you do and this tremendous 
effort will not go unnoticed. Today, feelings of confidence and self-worth should soar.

 
 
From about: 13 April 2008 to about: 15 April 2008
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Transiting f w your natal h
Do not over do it! 
If you do not want to overspend your budget during this time, then keep a tight hold on your 
purse strings. Too many late nights, coupled with too much food and alcoholic beverages, may 
leave you feeling somewhat drained. In business transactions, do not exaggerate and promise 
more than you can deliver.

 
 
From about: 13 April 2008 to about: 14 April 2008

Transiting f w your natal j
Below par
Feeling disillusioned and unlucky in love, you may feel as if nothing is going your way. Because of 
this, emotional barriers will be erected to stop you from getting hurt, but this may only make 
matters worse. Conflict between your home and professional life may cause emotional 
confrontations.

 
 
From about: 13 April 2008 to about: 14 April 2008

Transiting a e your natal _
Well-being
Bored with daily routine, today you will be searching for something different. A general feeling of 
well-being will enable you to get much work done but with the pursuit of pleasure uppermost in 
your mind, you are more likely to surround yourself with people you love. Why not just enjoy 
their company and have fun! Travel is likely. 

 
 
From about: 14 April 2008 to about: 15 April 2008

Transiting a r your natal f
Be as positive as you can
Lacking energy, today you will be less active than usual and feel more inclined to laze around 
doing as little as you can. Postpone major decisions or tasks until your energy level increases and 
your frame of mind is more positive. Personal relationships could also feel the strain, especially if 
you have recently been choosing to ignore or neglect pressing problems.

 
 
From about: 14 April 2008 to about: 16 April 2008

Transiting d e your natal s
Sympathetic listener
More in tune with your own feelings, you will now be less wary than usual of sharing these 
innermost emotions and thoughts with close friends, family and lovers. Women, in particular, 
could lend a sympathetic ear. But this same compassion and genuine interest in loved ones will 
make you a sympathetic listener as well, and therefore, friends could come to you for a shoulder 
to cry on.

 
 
From about: 14 April 2008 to about: 15 April 2008
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Transiting d e your natal l
Anticipation
A powerful sense of intuition should now enable you to anticipate others thoughts and actions. 
Consequently, this will lead to a better understanding of their thoughts and emotions and better 
communications between you. As your logical, rational mind is now in balance with your intuition 
abstract and creative thoughts and ideas could also be turned into concrete reality.

 
 
From about: 14 April 2008 to about: 15 April 2008

Transiting d w your natal ;
Obsessions
Obsessive thoughts could now rule your life. Alternatively, there could be a desperate urge to get 
a particular message across to others or to complete a project at the expense of others aspects 
of your life. Take care that overwork does not lead to nervous exhaustion. Communications may 
be difficult or obstructed.

 
 
From about: 14 April 2008 to about: 15 April 2008

Transiting d e your natal _
Smooth going
Ideas, plans and thoughts should flow smoothly between yourself and others. This would 
therefore be an excellent time to work in a team environment, rather than going solo. Meetings, 
negotiations, communications and travel are often associated with this particular period

 
 
From about: 15 April 2008 to about: 15 April 2008

Transiting d r your natal f
Hard to cope
Avoid anything that could upset you or disturb your routine or equilibrium during the next few 
days. Unable to properly defend yourself, you may find it difficult to cope with any disputes or 
strife. You may become the victim instead of the victor. Problems in both your love life and social 
life are likely, so perhaps it is best to keep your head down and out of the firing line.

 
 
From about: 15 April 2008 to about: 15 April 2008

Transiting d y your natal g
Be prepared
Prepare yourself for plenty of communication during the next few days, unexpected letters, 
telephone calls, and visits could all disrupt your daily routine. Confidence, efficiency, together 
with excellent communication skills, should ensure that all business and property negotiations 
work to your advantage. During the next few days you could talk yourself right into profit!

 
 
From about: 15 April 2008 to about: 15 April 2008
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Transiting f y your natal a
Take it easy
Do not attempt any hard physical work; you simply will not be in the mood. Why not treat 
yourself to some rest and relaxation, take it easy and indulge yourself a little. This could also be 
a time of dangerous romantic liaisons, the temptation to be indiscreet could be hard to resist. 
Lose yourself in some kind of creative work instead - and keep your head well out of the firing 
line!

 
 
From about: 15 April 2008 to about: 16 April 2008

Transiting d y your natal d
Accomplishment
Despite feeling restless, if you can discipline yourself during the next few busy days, then much 
useful and practical work could be accomplished. Communications are well starred, therefore use 
this time to present your point of view. Any negotiations or new studies commenced now should 
work out well. Short distance travel is also likely.

 
 
From about: 17 April 2008 to about: 18 April 2008

Transiting a y your natal d
Increased communication
During the next few busy days, your active and curious mind will ensure that you do not miss a 
trick; nothing will escape your attention. All negotiations should proceed smoothly and do expect 
an increase in telephone calls, letters or any other kind of communication. Travel is also likely.

 
 
From about: 19 April 2008 to about: 20 April 2008

Transiting g y your natal +
Accomplished
The ability to work hard, coupled with determined ambition, should produce excellent professional 
and career achievements. Slower colleagues, however, could be a source of irritation. Home and 
personal life should also benefit as this would be a great time to catch up on DIY jobs or 
redecorate the home.

 
 
From about: 20 April 2008 to about: 24 April 2008

f transiting your natal 9th House 
Sharing ideas
The power of love may now help to broaden your horizons, open your mind and soul to new 
studies or philosophical ideas or instigate travel. Many of your relationships, both personal and 
professional, will be bring about personal growth. You will see a deeper meaning in life and 
understand the need for people to give and receive love, and share what they have with others. 
Beauty and the love of music and the arts will attract you but in a way which is different from 
past experience, but pleasantly so. You may fall in love with a foreigner, or someone who lives a 
great distance from you. 

 
 
From about: 21 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008
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Transiting d r your natal a
Tread on toes
During these next few days you should be busier than usual. Nevertheless, in your haste to 
accomplish as much as you can, you may inadvertently do the wrong thing and alienate 
colleagues, friends or family. If you have to make a point, then state it and then allow others to 
make their own decisions.

 
 
From about: 23 April 2008 to about: 23 April 2008

Transiting f e your natal l
Made in heaven
Any new love affair or romance started during this period will seem like a match made in heaven, 
almost as if, as well as a wonderful physical union, there will also be a tremendous spiritual union 
between the both of you. Present relationships should also become closer and more emotionally 
stable and secure. This is not so much a time to make dreams come true, but to create dreams 
which could come true in the future.

 
 
From about: 24 April 2008 to about: 26 April 2008

Transiting f e your natal s
Joie de vivre!
You should get on quite well with everyone around you during this time, but especially with 
women. There will be a general love of life and a feeling of joie de vivre, which you will wish you 
felt more often. Very little could put you in a bad mood; you will be too busy showering feelings 
of love, warmth and affection on everyone around you.

 
 
From about: 25 April 2008 to about: 26 April 2008

Transiting f y your natal g
Fun-loving mood 
Boosted by relentless vitality and energy, you are likely to be in a positive and fun-loving mood. 
This is a great time for parties and any type of social gathering; a time for attracting new friends 
and new lovers. Business and financial negotiations could prove extremely lucrative, particularly 
if setting up new and original deals.

 
 
From about: 25 April 2008 to about: 27 April 2008

Transiting f w your natal ;
Intense emotions
The temptation to succumb to a secret love affair may prove irresistible. In any case, powerful 
intense emotions could lead to confrontations with lovers, jealousy causing uncontrollable anger. 
Problems may arise over finances, either business or personal.

 
 
From about: 25 April 2008 to about: 26 April 2008
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Transiting f e your natal _
Taking it easy
Do not plan anything too strenuous during this period, as you are likely to be too pre-occupied 
with taking it easy and having fun. Why not plan a party; you will enjoy sharing these feelings of 
affection, warmth and love with friends. Telling someone just how much you love them will 
strengthen the emotional tie between you. A bonus could also come your way, so why not treat 
yourself to some well-deserved luxuries!

 
 
From about: 26 April 2008 to about: 27 April 2008

Transiting f r your natal f
Misunderstanding
Beware financial extravagance over the next few days. Personal and love relationships may also 
find themselves in the firing line. You could become the victim of a misunderstanding, or 
someone you love and trust could now be trying to take advantage in some way. Energy levels 
are likely to be low, therefore, very little will be achieved during this time.

 
 
From about: 26 April 2008 to about: 27 April 2008

Transiting d q your natal +
Career plans
Work, professional and career matters are likely to be uppermost in your mind over the next day 
or so. It is time to make future career plans but, if presented with a dilemma or choice of action, 
then try to keep your options open. Communications will be extremely busy, so expect more 
letters, phone calls or meetings than usual.

 
 
From about: 27 April 2008 to about: 27 April 2008

Transiting g r your natal ;
Do not overdo it
There is much you can accomplish during this time, if only you can control your powerful energies 
and temper. If you enjoy a challenge, then this period could bring about positive, lasting changes 
into your life. You will now be prepared to work extremely hard to achieve personal goals and 
ambitions - but be careful not to overdo it - don't exhaust yourself.   

 
 
From about: 27 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

d transiting your natal 10th House
Career 
You will now direct much of your mental energy and intellect towards the achievement of a 
position of responsibility and authority. Additional career training could be of future benefit. But 
take care that excessive worry over petty details and overwork does not cause ill health. A 
certain amount of impatience may also lead to a few wrong turns on your career path. It may 
take some time to finally decide what you really want to do, but at least you will learn a great 
deal about yourself in the process.  

 
 
From about: 28 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008
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Transiting d r your natal _
Respectful
Finding it impossible to sit still, you should be much busier than usual over the next few days. 
Eager to communicate with others, many telephone calls may be made or letters written. But 
whenever possible, you will prefer to set up meetings or make personal visits. However, do not 
expect others to necessarily agree with every word you say. Also remember that their opinion 
may also be worthy of some respect.

 
 
From about: 29 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting d r your natal g
Irritable
Although your own feelings could be hurt easily during the next few days, in retaliation you may 
strike out verbally against anyone and everyone within shouting distance! You are likely to be 
irritable, moody and bad tempered, so beware starting arguments just for the sake of it. You 
could also be somewhat accident prone.

 
 
From about: 29 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting d e your natal f
Positive
Communication with loved ones, be they family, lovers or friends, should be exceptionally good 
during the next day or so. This would therefore be an excellent time to tell all loved ones just 
how much you care. Business matters should also proceed smoothly. Now is the time to get the 
ball rolling in all-important business, property or career negotiations.

 
 
From about: 30 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting f y your natal d
Being social
Feeling sociable and easy-going, this would be a great day for a lazy get-together with good 
friends, loved ones and family. You will talk about times gone by and dream together of the 
future. Problems with lovers can be talked through. Once the air is cleared you will be able to 
look to the future. Business deals should run smoothly.

 
 
From about: 30 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Transiting g w your natal f
Passion
Jealousy and possessiveness could cause conflicts in romance and marriage yet, at the same 
time, heightened passions will increase your sex drive. This combination could either produce 
fiery passion, strengthening inextricable bonds of love, or blazing tempers and rows which could 
tear an unstable relationship apart. If unattached, you could now be attracted to the most 
unusual of people.

 
 
From about: 30 April 2008 to about: 30 April 2008

Forecaster for Justin Timberlake 
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Forecaster for Justin Timberlake 

Sign Keyword Ruling Planet   Modality Element 

Aries 1 I Am Mars g Cardinal Fire  
Taurus 2 I Have Venus f Fixed Earth
Gemini 3 I Think Mercury d Mutable Air
Cancer 4 I Feel Moon s Cardinal Water
Leo 5 I Will Sun a Fixed Fire  
Virgo 6 I Examine Mercury d Mutable Earth
Libra 7 I complement Venus f Cardinal Air
Scorpio 8 I Desire Pluto ; Fixed Water
Sagittarius 9 I Seek Jupiter h Mutable Fire  
Capricorn 0 I Use Saturn j Cardinal Earth
Aquarius - I Know Uranus K Fixed Air
Pisces = I Believe Neptune l Mutable Water
Harmonious Aspect     Challenging Aspect Point 

Conjunction   q 0°     Opposition w 180° Ascendant _ Persona 
Trine   e 120°     Quincunx u 150° Midheaven + Image 
Sextile   y 60°     Sesquiquadrate o 135° North Node . Growth 
Semisextile   t 30°     Square r 90° South Node / Experience 

    Semisquare i 45° Chiron c Healing 
Planet Rulership Element 

Sun a Self Expression Air Thought 
Moon s Emotion Fire Life Energy 
Mercury d Perception Water Emotions 
Venus f Attraction Earth Physical 
Mars g Assertion 
Jupiter h Expansion Modality
Saturn j Limitation 
Uranus K Individualism Cardinal Creative 
Neptune l Compassion Mutable Adaptable 
Pluto ; Compulsion Fixed Persistent 

House Rules House Rules 
1st  Personality mask 7th Relationships 
2nd  Material security 8th Ability to deal with life 
3rd Intellectual ability 9th Philosophical beliefs 
4th Emotional security 10th Personal status 
5th Enjoyment of life 11th Social life 
6th Responsibilities 12th Secret dreams 
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